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Chapter 713
Driver: “…” She was so frightened by Shen Cuishan that she couldn’t speak
for a long time.

He can only look at Suzi.

Suzi said to him peacefully: “Thank you, the driver, wait for me in the car. I will
give you money after I finish the business.”

“Eh, okay, good girl.” The driver had to go back to his car.

Suzi frowned and looked at Shen Cuishan coldly: “Who told you these things
about me?”

Has the Lin family been here?

Suzi doesn’t worry about anything else. It doesn’t matter if she can’t get the
demolition funds. As long as she can find in the old house whether there are
any relics of her parents, and then find someone to pick up her parents’ old
graves and take the ashes away. Enough.

Shen Cuishan raised her eyebrows and sneered at Suzi.



During the five or six years of Suzi’s escape, the Lin family came several
times. , And contact Shen Cuishan every time.

Shen Cuishan still remembers that when the Lin family came to this county for
the first time six years ago, Miss Lin’s family happened to be in the K-karaoke
room she opened. During the chat, Lanita knew that Shen Cuishan was Suzi’s
hall. Sister, and Shen Cuishan also knows a lot about Suzi from Lanita’s
mouth.

That was the first transaction between Lanita and Shen Cuishan.

Lanita came to Suzi at the time, and after finding the one who planned to kill
her, after coming here without success, she didn’t cut off the relationship with
Shen Cuishan, but had always been in contact.

Lanita needs Shen Cuishan to be able to report Suzi’s movements to her at
any time.

And Shen Cuishan was naturally happy to catch up with the daughter from
Nancheng, as if she had won a big prize.

The two hit it off.

Lanita called to ask if Suzi had appeared in her hometown. What she
promised was that as long as Suzi was on the road, she would immediately
report to Lanita, and then Lanita would capture Suzi away.

As for the Shen family’s old house, it naturally became Shen Cuishan’s.

Even though Arron posted on the official blog a while ago that her husband
and wife relationship with Suzi was seen by Shen Cuishan, but Lanita still
prevaricates Shen Cuishan: “Do you think this is possible? High-ranking
households have to pay attention to the right person. Okay, she Suzi has no
background and no backer. Why is she doing it for outsiders?



She Suzi is a ghost for the dead.

Let me tell you, it is impossible for Suzi to return to his hometown in this life,
so you can take her demolition money. “

Shen Cuishan still has a little frustration: “What if she wants to come back?”

Lanita sneered: “If Suzi comes back, she must come back alone, not to
mention her husband, even if she can’t bring her oil bottle daughter back, so if
she comes back alone, you are afraid of her. What to do?”

This is what Lanita said to Shen Cuishan a month ago.

Now, Suzi really, as Lanita said, she came back alone.

Not even her daughter who dragged the oil bottle was able to bring it back.

It seemed that Lanita, the eldest daughter of Nancheng, was indeed able to
do it.

Shen Cuishan sneered at Suzi with a sinister expression: “Suzi, since you
have come back here alone, don’t blame me for being cruel.”

“What are you going to do?” Suzi was startled.

Chapter 714
Shen Cuishan smiled meaningfully: “What are you going to do? Suzi, what
have you been doing outside for so many years? You have been doing that
kind of hard work? The eldest lady in Nancheng has often told me about you.”

Suzi blurted out, “Lanita?”



“You’re quite smart!” Shen Cuishan sneered: “But you are staying at
someone’s house, eating and drinking others. I heard that your mother is
working as a domestic helper with them, and who knows what she did for the
host by the way? You are like this. Identity, dare you call the host’s name
directly? No wonder your host Lanita hates you so much!”

“What did Lanita tell you!” Suzi asked angrily.

“She told me! As long as I see you come back, I will immediately take you
back to teach her to deal with it, don’t you know what you owe others? Suzi,
you did something wrong outside, I am your cousin You are my cousin, and I
have an obligation to discipline you!” Shen Cuishan took out a parental tone to
teach Suzi.

Shen knew that it would be difficult for her to escape here alone today.

The only thing she can do now is to hold on for a while.

Putting her hands in the pockets of her skirts, she sent Arron a WeChat
message based on the direction button she remembered.

In fact, the text of WeChat is very short: Husband.

Then I sent another one: sos

She didn’t even know if what she posted was correct.

She couldn’t take out the phone and take a look.

After sending two text messages, she settled with Shen Cuishan: “I don’t care
if you are my cousin! Anyway, this is my home! If you stop me again, I will call
the police now!”

Yubi, she took out her mobile phone and dialed 110



She doesn’t believe that nobody cares.

However, Shen Cuishan rushed up in a vigorous step and knocked her mobile
phone away. Suzi: “…”

Immediately afterwards, Shen Cuishan gave an order: “You guys come in!”

Outside the ruined courtyard gate of Grandpa Shen Er, four men of five big
and three thick came in immediately, and they treated Shen Cuishan
respectfully: “Boss Shen, please give orders.”

Shen Cuishan picked up Suzi’s mobile phone, handed it to one of them, and
then gave an order: “Get her in the car!”

Several guys: “…”

“Hold her first! Don’t let her run away!” Shen Cuishan ordered again.

The five big and three rough men immediately came forward and held down
Suzi, but one of them was still a little timid: “Boss Shen, we are here to arrest
people under the light of the sky…”

Shen Cuishan sneered: “What are you afraid of? She is my cousin! You know
that she ran away from home when she was twelve years old, and the family
was looking for her everywhere for this matter. How much we had to work
hard to find her after more than ten years. , But she is also a woman who
does that kind of business, didn’t I also want her to correct her evil and return
to righteousness!

Even if the police come, we are also family affairs!

Who can manage other people’s housework? “

After that, Suzi admired this woman very much.



At the same time, Suzi hated the Lin family even more in his heart, they were
all caused by the Lin family!

Suzi has always been calm.

Even when danger comes, she can calm her head.

At this time she knew that Shen Cuishan had come prepared, and she was
alone, she couldn’t fight them, she had to calm down first.

She had any plans for the worst.

Chapter 715
The big deal is death.

Anyway, she is the only one with her father now, and the only one has a very
good relationship with her father. She and Arron also had a short-term love,
and she has no regrets in Suzi’s life.

The four men pressed Suzi together, but Suzi did not resist.

“Suzi Suzi…” Grandpa Shen Er shouted with red eyes.

He is a widow and lonely old man, and he dared not be the most wealthy
person like Shen Cuishan, and he is doing business in the city. The people
who mix in the city are all people with good looks and wide connections.

“Second Grandpa.” Suzi quietly said, “Second Grandpa is causing you
trouble.”



“Take Suzi back to the city.” Shen Cuishan ordered the four bodyguards to
immediately press Suzi to go out, and many people watched the gate of Shen
Er’s grandfather’s house.

Those who are honest are basically silent.

After all, those who are powerless and powerless dare not say anything.

They just sighed.

The one who was farther away sighed and said, “Eh, if people are incapable,
there is no one in the family, and they will all be bullied by others. Suzi is also
suffering from life, and what will he do after hiding outside for more than ten
years? I know I shouldn’t come back.”

Another villager said: “It’s not easy to mix outside! If Suzi is good outside, she
can come back? I heard that the woman named Lin who came to our village
five or six times said that Suzi seemed to be born outside. I have a child, and
now I don’t know what happened to that child. I think Suzi also offended
people in the big city. The offending was the big lady surnamed Lin.”

“So, this is the eldest lady surnamed Lin and Cuishan who are uniting to
punish Suzi to death?”

“No! Poor boy.”

“Shut up! Let’s not talk! This Shen Cuishan is all human in the city, and we
can’t resist her.”

“Yes, people who open dance halls in the city have a lot of relationships. We
can’t afford to offend, so we don’t interrupt.”

Many villagers hold this attitude.



There are also villagers in twos and threes who are very good at flattering
Shen Cuishan, and they approached and said loudly.

“Cui Shan is right. Suzi Suzi is a few years younger than you. She has been
out there and has a bad reputation. You should circle her to persuade and
educate her.”

“Cuishan, you did a good job, and you have taken on the responsibility of
being a cousin.”

“Cui Shan will not forget her family members even if she is rich.”

Hearing the neighbors complimenting her like this, Shen Cuishan immediately
said: “The neighbors on the left and right have given me a testimony. I, Shen
Cuishan, really want to teach my unbelievable sister. Then I will go back to the
city first. In the city.”

Just like that, Shen Cuishan was still getting in the car surrounded by a group
of people.

And Suzi was pushed into Shen Cuishan’s car in full view of the villagers.

At this time, the driver stood at the door: “Boss Shen, this is your housework
and I don’t care about it, but my one thousand yuan…”

Shen Cuishan immediately took out the previous yuan from the bag and threw
it to the driver.

The driver took the money, took a look at Suzi, and said incredulously: “You
little girl looks glamorous and beautiful. I used to be doing that kind of
business outside. I knew I wouldn’t pull you anymore. Let your cousin take
care of you. The girls nowadays go out of the house to the big city and see the
dazzling world. Many girls really don’t learn well. Cousin, take care of your
cousin.”



Suzi: “…”

Shen Cuishan looked at Suzi with a vicious smile.

The car door closed and the car immediately started the engine. Suzi didn’t
even have time to look back at his old house and a cemetery behind his
stockade.

Before she had time to take a look, she had been hoping that Arron could
come over soon.

After the car drove for about ten minutes, the car stopped and Shen Cuishan,
who was listening to Suzi, blatantly called out: “I just got a good item here, are
you coming over now?”

Chapter 716
Suzi immediately said: “You woman, what are you going to do!”

Shen Cuishan smiled sinisterly: “Suzi, blame you for offending Miss Lin in
Nancheng. In the past five or six years, the Lin family and Miss Lin have come
here to find you. I want to be able to cling to Miss Lin. Every time she comes, I
entertain her with tens of thousands of dollars.

I can’t let all my money go to waste, can I?

I have to exchange it with you! “

Suzi: “Selfishly detaining people, you are a crime!”

“Haha!” Shen Cuishan laughed wildly: “Suzi, you little mother! In this small
county, on my one-third of acres, you tell me a crime? Do you know that I am



in this county? How many connections are there? My Shen Cuishan wants to
kill you.

However, I can’t let you die so easily!

I have to let you make a good sum of money for me, and I will let you die
again. “

Suzi asked without understanding: “Cousin, where did I offend you?”

Shen Cuishan said viciously: “I am not your cousin at all!”

“Your last name is Shen?” Suzi asked.

“Bah! I belong to the Shen family! But you are not!” Shen Cuishan said in a
very angry and jealous tone: “Back then, my parents worked in the city with
commodity food, but we couldn’t get a house. The house we lived in was
extremely nervous. My father and mother and I were squeezed into a small
house of 8 square meters. At that time, my father told my cousin that he would
not marry his wife and let him live with us. When he gets old, I will be a niece.
To give him an old age.

Not only will he provide for him, but my parents will also pay to renovate his
old house.

The conditions of my parents are actually not high. They just want to renovate
his old residence, and my family of three will also live in, and let me inherit his
house and land in the future.

This has always been a matter of fact.

The result!

In the end, your mother brought you here! Married to my uncle!



You drag oil bottle! ba5tard daughter! You don’t even know who your father is!
You are not the child of our Shen family at all. Why do you occupy the house
and land that should belong to me!

Why! “

Suzi: “…”

Finally understood Shen Cuishan’s hatred for her.

There are two points, one of which is Lanita who has been here, Lanita
provoked, and the other is that Shen Cuishan’s family has hated her mother
and her since she was a child, because her mother married her father with
her.

At this juncture, Suzi didn’t want to talk to Shen Cuishan for a long time. She
calmly communicated with Shen Cuishan: “Cousin, I don’t want a cent for the
demolition, but you let me go. I really don’t want a cent, but I will give you
everything. .As long as you let me go.”

Shen Cuishan sneered: “You treat me as stupid!”

Suzi: “…” She was telling the truth, she didn’t plan to ask for demolition
money.

“If I don’t let you go, you won’t get a penny from the demolition money, and I
can still make a lot of money with you. To be honest, Suzi, I have been here
for many mobile buyers. But they all What kind of stuff is it? It’s very cheap
and dirty at first glance, but you are different. Although Miss Lin said that you
are also a seller, you have lived in a big city since you were young. Your
temperament is different from those women.

And you are also very beautiful.

With such a thing as you, I can make a lot of money from you.



Haha! “

Shen Cuishan laughed wildly.

There is another reason why she wants to retaliate against Suzi fiercely.

She is actually only two years older than Suzi, but her skin and foundation
look like she was ten years older than Suzi. More than ten years have passed.
I originally thought that Suzi was wandering outside. Very old and very old, but
when he came back this time, Suzi turned out to be young and beautiful.

Didn’t you have a child and went to jail?

Wasn’t it being pursued and killed outside for many years in exile?

Chapter 717
Isn’t it always lonely? 1

Then why is she still so beautiful?

Thinking of her, Shen Cuishan, she came out to work hard after graduating
from junior high school. First she did miscellaneous work in dance halls and
accompany wine secretly. Later, she accompanies wine and accompanies
others by the way. She doesn’t know how many people she accompanies, but
she knows how many people she accompanies. Some people are bad old
men, bald, and have big bellies.

She Shen Cuishan spent her youth and beauty to build up the business and
status today.



She has paid so much, she will naturally not be cheaper than her beautiful
Suzi. While she wanted to make Suzi worse than life, she also made a lot of
money.

Seeing Shen Cuishan’s incomparably hideous smile, Suzi felt desperate.

She only hoped that Arron could come soon.

Come quickly.

But she doesn’t even have a mobile phone now. Her mobile phone was taken
away by Shen Cuishan. It is estimated that it has been turned off now.

Who will save her?

Arron!

Suzi called Arron again and again in his heart.

Shen Cuishan closed Suzi in a very large private room with no windows
around, and then released her. She screamed, but couldn’t get a half answer.

At this time, a man with a scar on his face also came outside.

“What about people? What kind of stuff? Let me inspect the goods first! I don’t
want the ordinary woman, I don’t want it!” said Scar Man.

Shen Cuishan immediately yelled complimentally: “Jiuye, you are the first one,
I keep it for you, I tell you. Tender like a female college student, can pinch
water, that skin white… “Compared with you?” The lip of the scarred man
named Jiuye sneered.



Shen Cuishan laughed at herself: “I’m half old, how can I compare with her,
it’s not an exaggeration to say that she is at least ten times more beautiful
than me.”

Jiu Ye immediately came to nature: “Then I have to take a look, if the goods
are really good, I will take her tonight!”

“Then…” Shen Cuishan stretched her voice.

“The engineering project you want, I have approved it for you!” Jiuye was very
straightforward.

“Thank you Jiuye, please, Jiuye.” Shen Cuishan said that he led Jiuye into
Suzi’s box.

When he saw Suzi shrunk in the corner, Jiuye immediately beamed his eyes:
“This product is really good. This product is really good.” He couldn’t help it
anymore, and he was about to pounce on it. At that moment, his cell phone
rang.

I picked it up and connected. After listening to Jiuye for a while, he almost
dropped his phone in surprise: “Okay, okay, I’ll pick him up right now!”

After closing the thread, Jiu Ye hurriedly came out of the place where Suzi
was being held, and said to Shen Cuishan very anxiously: “I’ll go out to pick
up a big man, that woman must keep it for me, maybe the big man I picked up
has something to her. Interest.”

Yu must, before Shen Cuishan could say anything, Jiu Ye had already gone
out like an arrow.

When he came back, there was another person beside him.

To be precise, Master Jiu followed behind the man like a pug, and while
following, he introduced: “Go back to the Fourth Master, the little creature



inside, I guarantee your satisfaction. I can serve the Fourth Master. Jiuzhen is
fortunate for Sansheng.”

Say yes, Jiu Ye told Shen Cuishan: “Lead the way for the Fourth Master.”

Shen Cuishan immediately led Jiu Ye and the man to Suzi’s box.

Seeing the door opened, Suzi said in a dumb voice: “Don’t come here, if
anyone dares to touch me, I will kill someone!”

“What’s your name?” A voice that made Suzi more familiar with came from the
door.

She was suddenly surprised: “Arron…”

Chapter 718
“Yo!” The man named Jiuye sneered, “Why, the little lady can still have an
acquaintance you know here? I heard that lady Shen Cuishan said that you
just came from a field and are not familiar with this place. You are blind. What
are you calling?”

With that said, Jiuye stepped forward and grabbed Suzi’s hair.

However, Suzi’s reaction was also very quick. She also hugged Jiuye’s leg,
and bit his calf severely with her mouth.

“Wow…you girl, are you a mad dog! Mad dog! Release me! Shen Cuishan!
Shen Cuishan! Where did you get a mad dog! Let her let me go…”

However, before Jiuye finished speaking, Jiuye took a heavy kick on his body.



The force used by the person who kicked him was really cruel. He kicked
Jiuye into a wall four or five meters away, and Jiuye hit the wall with a’bang’
and fell off.

Before he could react, he was trampled on by one foot again.

Jiu Ye raised his head and cried out incomprehensibly: “Yan… Assistant
Yan?”

Assistant Yan looked murderous and didn’t say a word.

On this side, Shen Cuishan is still stunned.

She watched dumbfoundedly as the man who had just been surrounded by
him had picked up Suzi and held him in his arms.

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m late, I’m sorry.” Arron repeatedly blamed
himself.

His self-blaming voice was so small that only Suzi could hear it.

In fact, he just said it in Suzi’s ear.

Arron was really scared.

After talking to Suzi yesterday, he has been tossing and turning and having
trouble sleeping. I don’t know why, he always feels that some accidents might
happen when Suzi comes back to his hometown alone this time.

Throughout the night, Arron hardly closed his eyes.

There was no red-eye plane at night, so he could not fly over. At 4 o’clock this
morning, Arron got up and took Lilly all the way to the airport. He flew here on
the first flight at 5:40 in the morning. Of.



At eight o’clock in the morning, the plane arrived in the city on time.

The only one was still sleeping at that time.

Children sleep a lot, mainly because they are the only ones who didn’t sleep
on the plane and started to sleep after getting off the plane, so Arron rushed
to this small county with the only one who was asleep.

Christopher, who was driving fast all the way, looked at Shen, who was
asleep, and couldn’t help but remind Arron distressedly: “Four Lord, the little
princess sleeps so sweetly, we can’t…”

“No!” Arron said flatly, “Christopher, speed up again!”

“Yes, Master!” Christopher rushed over here all the way.

It was already half past nine when I arrived in this small county.

Christopher originally didn’t want to alarm some of the subordinates here, but
at this juncture, he couldn’t make a call to the person in charge here. As a
small subordinate in the small county town, he might not be able to see Arron
in his entire life, let alone. Arron is now, even Christopher is hard to see.

Therefore, when Christopher’s subordinates scattered here heard that Arron
had come in person, they were all startled.

Then immediately provided what happened in this small county today.

“It seems that Shen Cuishan has captured a little girl who has just returned
from a field.”

“I heard that the little girl is still Shen Cuishan’s cousin.”

“This Shen Cuishan has a dark heart!”



Shen Cuishan.

Last name Shen?

Arron and Christopher glanced at each other, and they unanimously
determined that the young girl named Shen Cuishan must be Suzi.


